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In [20], Yetter makes the following de nition:
Fix a nite group, G. For any space X and a triangulation, T, a G-coloring of T is
a map  : T(1) ! G such that given any  2 T(2), (e1 )" (e2)" (e3)" = 1, whenever
@ = e"1 e"2 e"3 , for "i = 1 denoting in the rst expression non-inversion or inversion in the
group G and in the second preservation or reversal of orientation. We denote the set of all
G-colorings of T by G(T).
Yetter then de nes ZG (X; T) to be the vector space having G (T) as basis. Restricting
to the case where X is a surface, he shows that if T0 is a triangulation obtained from T by
iterated subdivision of edges, then there is a well de ned map resT0 ;T : G (T0 ) ! G (T)
which induces a map resT0 ;T on the corresponding vector spaces. The ZG (X; T)s and resT0 ;T
de ne a diagram of vector spaces and he takes ZG (X ) to be the colimit of this diagram. It is
then shown that
1. this de nes a (2 + 1)-dimensional topological quantum eld theory in the sense of Atiyah
[1];
2. the vector space ZG (X ) is isomorphic to the vector space whose basis is the set of
conjugacy classes of representations from (X ) to G (i.e. of natural isomorphism classes
of functors from (X ) to G, regarded as a groupoid with one object).
Yetter then extends the construction to take coecients in a crossed G-set and in a second
paper, [21], shows how to adapt the method to handling coecients in an algebraic model
of a homotopy 2-type. In both cases the theory gives a TQFT and there are hints at an
interpretation in terms analogous to 2. above. Here we will provide alternative proofs of
some of Yetter's results. This gives an interpretation in terms of simplicial bre bundles and
of 2-descent data or non-abelian cocycles.
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1 Colorings in a simplicial groupoid.

1.1 Background

Yetter's initial idea is summarised above. In [21], he took coecients in a nite cat1-group
(cf. Loday, [17]) or a categorical group as he chooses to call it. For the moment it is sucient
to consider such a gadget in the form of its nerve in the category direction. This is a simplicial
group whose Moore complex has length 1, thus having trivial groups in all dimensions other
than 0 and 1. (The niteness restriction imposed by Yetter will not be needed for the moment.)
We denote this simplicial group by G.
Let X be a manifold and T = (T;  : jT j ! X ), a triangulation of X . In this context
Yetter de nes a G-coloring, , of T to be an assignment to each edge T of a 0-simplex of
G and to each 2-simplex of T of a 1-simplex in G, such that if  =< a; b; c > is an ordered
2-simplex
d1 (()) = (< a; b >)(< b; c >)
and
d0(()) = (< a; c >);
and the faces of every ordered 3-simplex commute as a diagram in G.
Here the theory is designed for use with a simplicial group whose Moore complex is length
1, so there is no need to de ne what happens in dimensions greater than 3. Comparison with
the de nition with coecients in a group, given earlier, shows that the relation of equality
has been replaced by a possibly non-trivial 2-simplex joining the two composites coming from
< a; b; c >. The commutativity of the 3-simplex then says that nothing new happens in that
dimension. If one goes to a simplicial group with a longer Moore complex, there is an obvious
way of attempting to generalise this construction. This way would be messy to say the least.
A triangulation gives a simplicial complex. As such it also gives rise to a simplicial set.
If T is the simplicial complex, the corresponding simplicial set is obtained by adding in all
the degenerate simplices generated by the simplices of T . If, as is often the case here, the
simplicial complex T is ordered, so that the vertices of T form an ordered set, then the
simplicial set generated by T has as n-simplices the symbols < v0 ; : : :; vn > where the vi are
vertices of T with v0  : : :  vn , and in which

di < v0; : : :; vn >=< v0 ; : : :; v^i; : : :; vn >;
si < v0 ; : : :; vn >=< v0; : : :; vi; vi; : : :; vn > :
Given any reduced simplicial set, K , that is one in which K0 consists of one point only, there
is a well known construction of Kan that gives a simplicial group, GK , often called the loop
group of K . This construction will not be given in detail here as we will need a generalisation

of it that we will introduce shortly. The classical treatment of it can be found in the survey
by Curtis, [10]. That survey is also a good initial source for much of the simplicial set theory
that we will be needing in this article, but beware of misprints. A more thorough treatment
is given in May, [18]. We will use (standard) notation from [18] wherever possible.
The way found initially around the restriction that K had to be reduced in the above loop
construction was to take a maximal tree in K and to contract it to a point. In 1984, a groupoid
version of the loop group construction was given by Dwyer and Kan, [12]. (Unfortunately
the published paper has many misprints and the cleaned-up version that we will use was
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prepared by my student Phil Ehlers as part of his master's dissertation, [13]. Alternatives
have been proposed by Joyal and Tierney, and by Moerdijk and Svensson. They end up
with simplicial objects in the category of groupoids, whilst the Dwyer - Kan version gives a
simplicially enriched groupoid, i.e. a groupoid all of whose Hom-objects are simplicial sets. A
simplicially enriched groupoid is also a simplicial groupoid (simplicial object in the category
of groupoids), but is one whose object of objects is a constant simplicial set.)
Let SS denote the category of simplicial sets and SGpds that of simplicially enriched
groupoids or as we will often call them, simply, simplicial groupoids. The loop groupoid
functor is a functor
G : SS ! SGpds
which takes the simplicial set K to the simplicially enriched groupoid GK where (GK )n is
the free groupoid on the graph

Kn+1

K0 ;
where the two functions are s = (d1)n+1 and t = d0 (d2)n , with relations s0 x = id for x 2 Kn .
K
The degeneracy maps are given on generators by sGK
i (x) = si+1 (x) for x 2 Kn+1 . The
GK
K
face maps are given on generators by di (x) = di+1 (x) for x 2 Kn+1 for 0 < i  n, and
dGK
(x) = (dK1 (x))(dK0 (x))?1. Note that the groupoid at each level is free.
0
There is a classifying `space' functor, W : SGpds ! SS that is right adjoint to G. If H is
a simplicially enriched groupoid, then WH is the simplicial set described by
 (WH )0 = ob(H0);
 (WH )1 = arr(H0), the set of arrows of the groupoid H0;
and for n  2,
 (WH )n = f(hn?1; : : :; h0)jhi 2 arr(Hi) and dom(hi?1) = cod(hi); 0 < i < ng:
The face and degeneracy maps between (WH )1 and (WH )0 are the source and target maps
/

/

and the identity maps respectively, whilst the face and degeneracy maps at higher levels are
given as follows :
d0 (hn?1 ; : : :; h0) = (hn?2 ; : : : h0 );
dn (hn?1 ; : : :; h0) = (dHn?1 hn?1 ; : : :; dH1 h1);
and for 0 < i < n,
di(hn?1 ; : : :; h0 ) = (dHi?1hi?1 ; dHi?2hi?2 ; : : :; dH0 hn?i hn?i?1 ; hn?i?2 ; : : :; h0);
whilst
s0 (hn?1 ; : : :; h0) = (iddom(hn? ); hn?1 ; : : :; h0);
and for 0 < i  n,
si (hn?1 ; : : :; h0) = (sHi?1 hn?1 ; : : :; sH0 hn?i ; idcod(hn?i); hn?i?1 : : : :; h0).
1

Remark:

If H is a simplicial group then the classifying `space' WH de ned in this way reduces to the
more classical version given by Kan, which may conveniently be found in Curtis, [10] or May,
[18]. We will return to the theory of classifying spaces slightly later on.
It is easier in what follows to work with ordered triangulations although this is not strictly
necessary. Thus if  2 T(n), it is of the form < a0 ; a1; : : :; an >, where a0 < a1 < : : : < an in
the ordering of the vertices. Although there is a slight risk with such an abuse of notation,
we will also write  for the corresponding generator in G(T )n?1. Such a  will have source
< a0 > and target < a1 > as is easily checked.
3

1.2 The group case

We will begin by examining the case treated by Yetter in the rst of the two papers.
Lemma 1.1 Let T be an ordered triangulation of a space X . Let G a group and K (G; 0)
the corresponding simplicial group with G in all dimensions and with all face and degeneracy
maps being the identity map on G.
Suppose that  is a G-coloring of T, then  de nes a simplicial groupoid morphism

0 : G(T ) ! K (G; 0);
given by

00 < a; b >=  < a; b >2 G = K (G; 0)0;
if  =< a0 ; a1; : : :; an >2 T(n+1) ,
0n = sn0  < a0 ; a1 > :

Proof.

As we only have to de ne what 0 does on the non-degenerate simplices of G(T ), it suces to
check that the simplicial identities work for this choice of 0n  . The majority of the calculation
is without interest, but for n = 1,

01 < a0 ; a1; a2 >= s0  < a0 ; a1 >= s0 < a0; a2 > s0 < a1; a2 >?1
since  < a0 ; a1 >  < a1 ; a2 >  < a0 ; a2 >?1 = 1; so

d01 < a0 ; a1; a2 >=  < a0; a1 >= 0 < a0 ; a1 >
whilst we also have

d01 < a0; a1; a2 >=  < a0; a1 >=  < a0 ; a2 >  < a1 ; a2 >?1 :
Comparing this with

0d0 < a0 ; a1; a2 >= 0(< a0; a2 >< a1 ; a2 >?1 ) =  < a0; a2 >  < a1 ; a2 >?1 ;
we see that 1 satis es the relevant relations for a simplicial map.
2
This assignment of simplicial maps to G-colorings is easily seen to be bijective, so the set
of G-colorings, G (T ), is identi able with the set of simplicial groupoid maps from G(T ) to
K (G; 0).
This means that a coloring  can be thought of as being

 : G(T ) ! K (G; 0);
but as the Moore complex of K (G; 0) is just G in dimension zero,  factors through the
groupoid 0 G(T ), which is exactly the edge path groupoid of the polyhedron jT j 
= X , i.e.
up to equivalence, the fundamental groupoid of X . Thus  corresponds to a groupoid map
 : X ! G. Such a groupoid map is well known to correspond to a covering space of X and
as G is assumed to be nite, the covering space will have nite bre.
4

Another way to approach this covering space aspect of this simplest class of colorings is
to note that, by the adjointness of G( ) and W ,  corresponds to a simplicial map  : T !
W K (G; 0): On WK (G; 0), there is a universal principal G-bundle
WK (G; 0) ! W K (G; 0);
(cf. May, [18], p.88) and  will thus induce a simplicial principal K (G; 0)-bundle (G-torsor)
back on T . As G is nite, this is just a simplicial covering space as before. The bundle
(G-torsor) is a twisted cartesian product with  as its twisting function.
The simplicial nature of these objects arises because of the use of triangulations. They may
therefore seem slightly less `continuous' than might be hoped for. To lessen this impression of
dependence on a triangulation, a nal interpretation using open covers is useful, although it
does not avoid a passage to ner covers. This interpretation is via the use of the C ech cocycle
description of G-torsors and ideas from elementary non-abelian cohomology.
Given any ( nite) open cover U = (U ) of X , there is a triangulation T such that the
star open cover associated to T is ner than U . (The details are well known and are easily
accessible in `classical' texts on algebraic topology, e.g. Spanier [19].) Such an observation has
the advantage that it makes clear that the triangulation is subsidiary to the construction as
one can replace it by the nerve of an open cover of X . In this interpretation a G-coloring of T
is just a 1-cocycle with values in G, subordinate to the cover determined by the triangulation,
T. (This description does skim over the surface of some diculties, but these will be addressed
later on, and do not in uence the end product.)

1.3 When G is a cat -group
1

In the second paper, [21], of the two considered here, Yetter considers colorings in a categorical
group, i.e. a small category endowed with a strict group law, or alternatively a category
internal to the category of groups. As these objects are less well known, we will brie y
summarise their main properties. We will use the terminology `cat1-group' introduced for
these objects by Loday [17].
A cat1-group is a group, G together with a subgroup N and two homomorphisms, s; t :
G ! N such that
(i) sjN = tjN = idN
(ii) [Kers; Kert] = 1:
The group G is thought of as the collection of arrows of the (internal) category, whilst N
is the group of objects, then s and t are the source and target homomorphisms. Axiom (i)
then interprets as stating that identity `arrows' start and nish at the same `object', whilst
(ii) is a subtle way of expressing the fact that composition of `arrows' is a homomorphism.
The category structure is, in fact, a groupoid. Taking the nerve of that groupoid gives a
simplicial group G with G1 = G and G0 = N , d0 = t, and d1 = s.

Examples

The concept of a cat1-group is equivalent to that of a crossed module. Both aspects arise
naturally, so we brie y look at these as well.
A crossed module consists of a pair of groups M , P and a homomorphism  : M ! P
together with an action of P on M (here written on the left). This data is to satisfy two
axioms:
CM1)  is P -equivariant, i.e.
(p m) = p(m)p?1
5

with P acting on itself by conjugation;
CM2) (Pei er identity)
m m0 = mm0 m?1

for all m; m0 2 M:

We note:
 Any normal subgroup M < P gives a crossed module with  the inclusion; conversely,
if (M; P; ) is a crossed module then (M ) is a normal subgroup of P .
 Any P -module M gives a crossed module in which (M ) = 1, the identity element of
P ; conversely any (M; P; ) has ker a P -module.
Finally one of the most important examples is :
 if G is a group, take P = Aut(G), M = G and  to be the morphism sending g to
the inner automorphism corresponding to conjugation by g . (The importance of this
example for the development of non-abelian cohomology is discussed by Breen, [2], [3]
and [4].)
Of course, all three examples clearly exist in nite cases, as required for Yetter's construction
to work.
For any simplicial group, G, its Moore complex, (NG; @ ), is a chain complex of groups
with
\
NGn = Ker(di : Gn ! Gn?1 );
i6=0

@n : NGn ! NGn?1 being given by the restriction of d0 to NGn, (cf. May, [18], or more

brie y, Curtis, [10]).
The particularity of the nerve of a cat1 -group, as considered above, is that NG is there
the trivial group in dimensions greater than 1 and the nal boundary map,

@ : NG1 ! NG0;
is a crossed module from which the cat1 -group can be rebuilt, up to isomorphism.

Proposition 1.2 Let T be an ordered triangulation of a space, X and let G be a simplicial
group with NGn = 1 for n  2 ( so that G is isomorphic to the nerve of a cat -group, which
1

will be denoted, G). Suppose that  is a G-coloring of T in the sense of [21], p.116, then 
corresponds to a morphism of simplicial groupoids,

0 : G(T ) ! G;
where  is given on generators of G(T ) by

00 < a0; a1 >=  < a0 ; a1 >;
01 < a0; a1; a2 >=  < a0 ; a1; a2 > s0  < a1 ; a2 >?1 ;
6

and

02 < a0 ; a1; a2; a3 >=
s0 < a0; a2; a3 > s1s0  < a2 ; a3 >?1 s1 s0  < a0; a2 >?1
s1  < a0 ; a1; a2 > s1s0  < a2 ; a3 > s0  < a1; a2; a3 >?1

with higher dimensions determined by these.

Proof

Note rst that as NG is of length at most 1, all higher dimensions of G are generated by
degenerate elements, coming from dimensions 0 or 1 of G . Any simplicial map

 : G(T ) ! G;
thus factors through the 2-coskeleton or 2-truncation of G(T ). This justi es the nal statement of the proposition. The mystifying nature of the de nition of 02 corresponds to Yetter's
condition: \the faces of every ordered 3-simplex commute as a diagram in G".
The remainder of the proof consists in checking that the face relations hold between these.
This is a routine calculation and so will be omitted.
2
0
Given  , it is clear that one can retrieve  and hence that one can consider G (T ) to be
the set of simplicial groupoid maps from G(T ) to G.
Remark. It is clear that there are technical advantages in considering a more general
situation, namely replacing the 2-type represented by G by an arbitrary ( nite) simplicial
group or groupoid. In a sequel to this paper, we will give a detailed discussion on how this
can be done.

2 Interpretation of G-colorings

In this section, we will examine the interpretation of G-colorings of a xed triangulation T,
where G is a cat1-group or equivalently a simplicial group with Moore complex of length at
most 1.

2.1 Crossed module maps

Given a simplicial groupoid, H , we have a set of objects O(H ) and in each dimension n, there
is a set of identities f1nx : x 2 O(H )g. Given any morphism,  : A ! B , of groupoids (over
a xed set, O, of objects, so that (1x) = 1x for each x 2 O), it is routine to de ne ker to
be the set of elements of A sent to identities by . This de nes a normal subgroupoid of A,
which takes the form of a collection of normal subgroups of the vertex groups of the groupoid
A,
a
ker = kerfx : A(x; x) ! B(x; x)g:
x2O

(This is a disjoint union not a coproduct of groups. It is in fact a coproduct, but in the
category of groupoids.) Given this it is easy to generalise most of the theory of Moore
complexes from simplicial groups to simplicial groupoids.
Formally, if H is a simplicial groupoid,

NHn =

\n

i=1

kerfdi : Hn ! Hn?1 g:
7

This Moore complex is almost just a disjoint union of the Moore complexes of the various

H (x; x), the vertex simplicial groups of H , however in dimension 0, it is the groupoid H0

and so does in general have a collection of 0-arrows joining distinct objects. This, of course,
implies that within any connected component of H , all NH (x; x) are isomorphic.
Given any G-coloring, , the corresponding morphism,

 : G(T ) ! G;
will induce a morphism between the Moore complexes,

N () : NG(T ) ! NG:

Remark.

Technically these Moore complexes carry the structure of hypercrossed complexes, that is
chain complexes of group(oid)s with pairings and actions speci ed (see Carrasco and Cegarra,
[9]). As will be clear shortly, we will not need the higher order structure in our situation, and
will retain only the chain complex structure with the actions of the zero-level groupoid.
As the Moore complex, NG, of G is of length 1, (NG(T ))n = 1 for all n > 1. This
implies that N () factors through the quotient of NG(T ) given by `killing o ' all NG(T )n
for n > 1. This corresponds to a crossed module (of groupoids)
NG(T )1 ! NG(T ) ;
0
@NG(T )2
which will be denoted 2 (T ). As explained here, this construction is not very direct, but it
emphasises the fact that

SGpds(G(T ); G) 
= CMod(2(T ); NG):

This crossed module 2 (T ) has several other descriptions. The most classical one is obtained
by noting that NG(T )0 
= T1T0, the fundamental groupoid of the 1-skeleton of T , based at
the vertices of T , thus NG(T )0 is a free groupoid. The groupoid 2 (T )1 in dimension 1 of
the crossed module is the disjoint union of the relative homotopy groups, 2 (T; T1; v ), where
as before Tn denotes the n-skeleton of T , and v is a vertex of the triangulation.

Remark.

Given that n-categorical machinery is currently being evaluated for its potential use in quantum eld theory, it should be noted that this type of crossed module corresponds to a certain
class of double category (with connections) and also to small 2-categories constructed geometrically from the ltered space, X . We refer the interested reader to the various survey
articles of R. Brown, (see, for instance, [5] combined with that with Huebschmann, [8]).
We summarise the above in the following proposition:
Proposition 2.1 There is a natural bijection between the set, G(T), of colorings of the
triangulation T in the ( nite) cat1 -group, G, and the set of crossed module morphisms from
2 (T ) to the crossed module associated to G.
Before passing to the next interpretation, it is worth noting that CMod(2(T ); NG) is the
set of objects of a groupoid that serves as the base of a crossed module. In fact, any crossed
module can be considered as a crossed complex. (Roughly a crossed complex is a non-negative
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chain complex of group(oid)s, abelian above dimension 1, with bottom morphism a crossed
module, see Brown and Higgins, [6].) The category of crossed complexes is monoidal closed
with `internal hom' CRS ( ; ). In this case CRS (2(T ); NG) is a crossed complex with
CMod(2(T ); NG) as its base. The category of crossed complexes is equivalent to various
variants of the category of ! -groupoids (again see references to the work of Brown and Higgins,
e.g. [7]). The crossed complex in question here is e ectively just a groupoid as it is trivial
in higher dimensions, however this suggests that a theory, related to that of Yetter, but with
ZG (T) replaced by the groupoid algebra, C [CRS (2 (T ); NG)] might be worth investigating.
It should also be noted that the arrows of CRS (2(T ); NG) have a geometric interpretation,
but this will not be considered here.

2.2 Simplicial bre bundles with groupoid bres.

As in the case of G, a nite group, considered earlier, any G-coloring

 : G(T) ! G
corresponds by adjointness to a simplicial morphism,

 : T ! W G:
Again, on WG, there is a principal G-bundle,

WG ! W G;
whose bre is the underlying simplicial set of G, which will be denoted U (G). The morphism
 induces by pullback a principal bre bundle on T , again with U (G) as bre.
The simplicial set U (G) still retains algebraic structure. The simplicial group G was
introduced as being the nerve in the groupoid direction of the cat1 -group, also denoted G. In
U (G), we have forgotten the group structure, but the implicit structure of a groupoid is still
present.
For any groupoid,
V H , the nerve has a special characteristic property. Let n  0 and
0  i  n, the i [n] will denote the standard (n; i)-horn, that is, the subcomplex of the
standard n-simplex [n] determined by all the (n ? 1)-faces
except the ith one. If K is any
V
simplicial set, a (n; i)-horn in K is a simplicial map, x : i [n] ! K; and corresponds to a
collection (xk )k6=i of (n ? 1)-simplices in K which satisfy

dj xk = dk?1 xj

j < k;

but Vnote no xi is present in the collection.
The set of (n; i)-horns in K is thus the set
V
i
i
SS ( [n]; K ), of simplicial maps from [n] to K .
Lemma 2.2 (cf. Illusie, [15], or Glenn, [14] p.42)
A simplicial set, K is isomorphic to NerH for some groupoid H if and only if for all n  2
and all 0  i  n, the natural map

^i
Kn ! SS ( [n]; K )
2

is an isomorphism
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If G is a nerve of a cat1 -group, then not only is it a simplicial group, but its underlying
simplicial set also satis es the condition of the above lemma, i.e. the algebraic (groupoid)
structure is encoded in the simplicial structure. Thus the induced bundle E () = WG has
bres which are ( nite) groupoids.
To understand more fully these bre bundles, we will brie y turn aside from the main
discussion to consider their special properties.
Covering spaces are brations with discrete bres and they satisfy a unique path lifting
property. This can be paraphrased as saying that if p : E ! B is a covering projection and
! : [0; 1] ! B is a path, then if we state where the lifted path is to start (i.e. we choose
e0 2 E , p(e0) = !(0)), then there is one and only one lift of ! starting at e0. This is, of
course, `classical' but provides a comparison for the properties of WG .
Study of the induced bundle WG for  : G(T ) ! G.
We will assume that G is the simplicial group associated as above to a cat1-group of the
same name, and corresponding to a crossed module @ : C ! P , so G0 = P , G1 = C o P ,
G2 = C o(C oP ), etc. It is equivalent to use the induced mapping  : T ! WG as base change
to pull back WG to E () = WG , or to use  as a twisting function for the construction of
E as a twisted cartesian product (TCP), see May, [18] or Curtis, [10], but beware, we have
used a di erent convention for the d0 in G(T ), which changes the order in one or two places.
In the TCP approach, E = G  T where each En is just the product Gn  Tn , all the di
for i > 0 and si for i  0, are the usual ones for a cartesian product, but the 0-face map is
twisted by  :
d0 (a; x) = (d0a:x; d0x):

Remark

Of the various equivalent forms of  that we can use, here it is perhaps easiest to think of

 as being a family
satisfying

n : Tn ! Gn?1

di (x) = (di+1x)
si (x) = (si+1 x)
(s0x) = eq ;
the identity element of Gq if x 2 Tq , and

i>0
i0

d0 (x) = (d1x)(d0x)?1 :
It may help to compare these with the descriptions of the face and degeneracy operators in
G(T ) and WG.
As an example that is relevant later on, consider the case when G is a cat1 -group associated
to @ : C ! P . This gives, for instance,

E2 
= (C  C  P )  T2

as a set, i.e. ignoring group structures, with, for example,

d0((c2; c1; p); x) = ((c2; @c1:p):(1x); d0x):
10

If we write 1(x) = (C1 (x); P1 (x)) 2 C o P , then the conditions on  give P1 (x) = 0 (d2x),
whilst C1 (x) satis es
@C1 (x) = 0(d1x)0(d0x)?1 0(d2x)?1 :
Thus

d0((c2; c1; p)x) = ((c2:@c :p c1x; @c1:p:0(d2x)); d0x)
= ((c2:c1:p 1x:c?1 1 ; @c1:p:0(d2x)); d0x):
1

The complexity of the result is partially due to the multiplication in the semidirect product,
but, as it will be seen later, direct calculations are still relatively easy to do. Finally, of course,
the projection, p, is the obvious projection onto T , p(a; x) = x.
Proposition 2.3 Suppose that @ : C ! P is a nite crossed module, and G is the corresponding cat1-group. Let p : E ! T be a principal G-bundle, induced by  say, then
a) given any edge, x 2 T1 and any y 2 E0 with p(y ) = d1 x, there are ](C ) lifts of x starting
at y ;
V
b) given any x 2 T2 and y : 1[2] ! E so that

p(y) = (d2x; ?; d0x)
then there is a unique lift of x to some z 2 E2 with

y = (d2z; ?; d0z):

Remark.

The proposition can be interpreted as saying that edges lift within ](C ) copies, but `homotopies' lift uniquely. (We say `edges' not paths as T will in the applications not be a Kan
complex in general.) This suggests that such principal G-bundles may be a reasonable rst
`laxi cation' of the notion of covering space.

Proof of Proposition 2.3

Both parts are proved by direct calculation. Part (a) being easy, we will concentrate on (b).
Write y = (y2 ; ?; y0), y0 ; y2 2 C  P  T1, then y2 = ((c; p); d2x), y0 = ((c0; p0); d0x) and the
compatibility conditions shows that p0 = @c:p:0(d2x).
Now suppose z lls y , so y0 = d0 z , y2 = d2 z , and covers x, then from this one nds that if

z = ((c2; c1; p0); x);
then (c1; p0) = (c; p) and c0 = c2 :c1:p1(x)c?1. Thus given y2 and y0 , there is a unique such z
namely
z = ((c0cp 1(x)?1 c?1; c; p); x):

2

We might tentatively call such a bundle a `1-lax covering space'. Although `1-stack' may
be a better term, (see Breen [4]), the precise relationship between stacks of groupoids and
these bundles is not yet clear. Some initial results are given below however.
Within the framework of G-colorings and simplicial bre bundles, it is worth noting that
if ; 0 : T ! WG are two G-colorings, then if  ' 0 , the corresponding bundles are Gequivalent.
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2.3 Non-abelian descent data and cocycles.

The link between G- bre bundles and non-abelian cohomology with coecients in G is well
known and classical. Recent advances in non-abelian cohomology suggest that more general
forms of cohomology correspond to more `lax'-versions of G-bundles such as G-gerbes, stacks,
etc. (cf. Breen, [4]) and hence the interpretation here may lead to other TQFTs on nonabelian cohomology sets having geometric interpretations.
The usual approach to the connection with cohomology is via an open cover, U , of the
space, X, and the sections of the bre bundle over the sets of the form U \ : : : U n , which are
non-empty. The nerve of the open cover then gives a simplicial set representing the combinatorial information about these intersections. As was mentioned earlier, the triangulation, T,
or more exactly the simplicial complex part of the triangulation, is isomorphic to the nerve of
the open cover determined by the open stars of the vertices in T, thus linking triangulations
with open covers.
We will be looking at cocycles with values in G. If the reader compares with Breen, [2],
then G is here being thought of as a constant sheaf of cat1-groups. Duskin, [11] adopts a very
similar viewpoint to Breen. He would consider G as a 2-group, that is a 2-groupoid with a
single object, where a 2-groupoid is a 2-category in which every 1-cell is a formal `equivalence
of categories' and every `natural transformation', i.e. 2-cell, is an isomorphism.
Both Breen and Duskin then de ne cocycles to be what, when translated to the context
 (X ) be the category
here, just amounts to a G-coloring. To be more explicit, let C = Et
of etale spaces
over X , so that an open cover U can be thought of as a `covering map'
X (U ) = ` U ! X and hence as an object in C. Repeated pullbacks yield a simplicial
object, X ! X in C, augmented over the terminal object IdX : X ?! X . This simplicial
object is `almost' Ner(U ), but is not just a simplicial set, as each simplex < U0 ; : : :; Un > of
the nerve is here thought of as a space etale over X , namely U0 \ : : : \ Un ! X .
For descent data, in Duskin's terminology, one takes a functor F : Cop ! 2 ? CAT, which
in our case is constant with value G considered as a 2-group (see above). Duskin then de nes
(p.257), a 2-category DES (2)(X=X ; F ) of (2-)descent data on X with coecients in F as
follows (with comments on the interpretation in our much simpler situation) :
Its objects (i.e. 0-cells) are triplets ( ; f; x) consisting of
a) an object (0-cell) x of the 2-category FX0 , (there is not much choice for us as FX0 = G
has one exactly object!);
b) a 1-cell f in FX1 of the form f : Fd1 (x) ! Fd0 (x), (for us, di : X1 ! X0 ; i = 0; 1;
correspond to the two maps given by the inclusions U0 \ U1 ! U1 and U0 \ U1 ! U0 , (note
the reversal of order), so if the covering corresponds to the triangulation T, and Ui = the
open star of vertex vi , then U0 \ U1 `is' an edge from v0 to v1 in the nerve and f corresponds
to  < v0 ; v1 > as a 1-cell in the 2-group, G);
c) a 2-cell in FX2 of the form
0

: Fd1 (f ) ) Fd0 (f )Fd2(f );
subject to a tetrahedral (2-cocycle) condition, ( is an isomorphism; if we invert it, we nd a
possible  < v0 ; v1; v2 > in Yetter's notation, and his `ordered 3-simplex' condition (p. 116)
is then exactly Duskin's tetrahedral condition (p. 258)).

Remark.

For the conditions on , we have already noted the equivalence of this with simplicial maps
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from G(T ) to G or from T to WG. A glance at Duskin (p.269) shows that this was already
implied by his work.
We have thus shown that

Proposition 2.4 Suppose that G is a ( nite) cat -group and F is the constant sheaf with
 (X ), the category of spaces etale over X , then G-colorings of T correspond
value G on C = Et
1

bijectively to normalised 2-descent data on the open star cover of T with coecients in F .

A remark on terminology is necessary. The use of terms such as `n-cocycle' within non-abelian
cohomology and descent theory does not yet seem to have stabilised in meaning for various
good reasons. For example, the seminal work of Breen, [4], talks of 2-cocycles with coecients
in a sheaf of groups, G or in a gr-stack on X , but the 2-cocycles in Duskin's data, [11], would
in this case have coecients in the automorphism cat1-group of G. It is for this reason that
we have used 2-descent data as the key idea rather than 2-cocyles. The relationship is, of
course, very strong.
In our situation, the 2-cocycles seem to be almost `strict' as they correspond to an actual
(simplicial) bre bundle. The possibility of `laxifying' the coecient structure further might
be worth investigating from the point of view of generating interesting new TQFTs.
We postpone discusssion of the 1-cells and 2-cells in DES (2)(X=X ; F ) until we have
studied the dependence of Yetter's colorings on subdivision.

3 Subdivisions

The above interpretations are all dependent on a given triangulation, T or open cover of
X . Yetter's construction in both of the papers, [20] and [21], studies the way in which the
colorings of a subdivision of T relate to those of T itself, then passing to a (co)limit over all
triangulations allows the construction to be made independent of the choice of triangulation.
We will need to analyse Yetter's construction in some detail so as to examine the end result
for our various interpretations.

3.1 Yetter's construction

Recall that G (T ) is the set of all G-colorings of T. We rst describe the case when G is a
nite group before adapting it to the cat1 -group case. Let ZG (X; T) denote the vector space
(over C ) with G (T) as basis. Suppose that T0 is a subdivision of T obtained by (iterated)
subdivision of edges. The map resT0 ;T from G (T0 ) to G (T) is given by

Y

resT0 ;T( )(e) =  (ei);
where the edge, e, of T has been subdivided to give e1 : : :en . This induces a map, also denoted
resT0 ;T from ZG (X; T0) to ZG (X; T). To ensure compatibility with the maps coming from
cobordisms (which will be considered later), Yetter uses a weighted form of `res' de ned by

resT0;T = ](G)?

] T 0 ?](T(0))) res 0
T ;T

1
( ( (0) )
2

whenever T0 is obtained from T by iterated subdivision. The ZG (X; T)s and resT0 ;Ts form a
diagram of vector spaces over the partially ordered set of triangulations `ordered by inclusion'.
The exact meaning of this is not made explicit, but it is clear that considering this poset as a
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category, we need T 0 ! T so that resT0 ;T : ZG (X; T0) ! ZG (X; T) corresponds to a functor
de ned on the `poset'. (This direction is somewhat at variance with the tradition of `passage
to the limit', for instance in C ech cohomology, in which the limit is taken in the direction of
re nement, but it is related as we will see later.) Yetter de nes ZG (X ) to be the colimit of
this diagram. This removes the dependence on T.
For any non-empty manifold, X , the resT0 ;T are all epimorphisms, so as the poset of triangulations is co ltered (any two triangulations admit a common subdivision), the canonical
maps
gTX : ZG (X; T) ! ZG (X )
are all epimorphisms, and hence ZG (X ) is nite dimensional. As Yetter comments (p.6 of
[20]) `To understand the colimit, ZG (X ), it thus suces to understand the kernel of a single
gTX .' If  2 ZG(X; T) is in the kernel of gTX , then by the construction of colimits of vector
spaces, there must be a triangulation T0 and a joint subdivision T00 of both T and T0 , together
with some  00 2 ZG (X; T 00) such that

resT00 ;T( 00) = ;
and
0

resT00 ;T0 ( 00) = 0:

Of course, if c = ](G) (](T )?](T )), then resT00 ;T(c 00) =  and resT00 ;T0 (c 00) is still zero,
thus if we denote by ZG0 (X ), the colimit of the diagram with ZG (X; T)s still, but with resT0 ;T
replacing resT0 ;T , then we have
Lemma 3.1 There is a natural isomorphism
1
2

(0)

(0)

ZG (X ) 
= ZG0 (X ):

2
One still needs the res-maps for ease of handling the compatibility with the maps coming from
the cobordisms, but the above lemma greatly simpli es the task of describing ZG (X ), especially as ZG0 (X ) is isomorphic to the vector space with basis G (X ) = colimfG(T); resT0;T g,
as formation of a vector space is a left adjoint and so commutes with colimits.

Remarks.

(i) The essence of the idea behind 3.1 is given by Yetter's proof of his lemma 2.9, p.9 of
[20].
(ii) To adapt the above to the case when G is a nite cat1-group, associated to a crossed
module M = (@ : C ! P ), one uses the formulae on p.117 of [21] to de ne a res-map and
then uses the weighting factor involving g0 = ](P ) and g1 = ](C ). The exact formula is
0 )?](T(0) )) ? 21 (](T 0 )?](T 0 )?](T(1))+](T(0)))
? 12 (](T(0)
(1)
(0)

resT 0;T = g0

g1

resT0 ;T

The geometric signi cance of these slightly strange numbers should become clear later on. Of
course the argument leading to Lemma 3.1 and the simpli ed description of ZG (X ) is still
valid.
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3.2 Subdivisions and the loop-groupoid construction.

As Yetter points out, his results are for a (2 + 1)-TQFT, as he needs results on triangulations
and subdivisions which, in general, need more careful handling in higher dimensions. The
necessity for this restriction and also for his restriction to edge-stellar subdivisions, is not
clear since, as we have seen, some of the interpretations of colorings t more neatly within a
framework of open coverings and their nerves. We will see that the de nition of his res-map
is possible in arbitrary dimensions and for arbitrary subdivisions. (As a source for simplicial
subdivisions, we use Spanier, [19], Chap. 3, Sec. 3.)
Given a triangulation of X , we may subdivide T by picking some simplex, s =< v0 ; : : :; vn >
in T and some point 2 jsj. (We will assume for convenience that the simplicial complex is
ordered.) As 2 jsj, we must have 2< s0 >= fv 2 fv0; : : :; vn gj (v ) 6= 0g, the carrier of .
For simplicity, we will assume that n= dim X and s0 = s, i.e. that the `new vertex' is in the
open simplex < s >.
One way to view a subdivision is as a cone on a simplex (cf. Spanier, [19], p.123). Take
@s to be the boundary of s and 2< s >, the join @s  gives a subdivision of s that can
be extended to a subdivision of T by repeating the construction inductively up the skeleta
of T . (This latter point will only be needed if n < dimX .) We take the cone point, denoted
v , as a new vertex. We pick an ordering on jT0j [ fv g extending that on jT0j, to get an
ordered triangulation T0 of X . In general, of course, this process needs repeating to get ner
and ner subdivisions of T, but we use the above to study the e ect of this `inductive step'
on G(T ).
If one takes and forms the cone s  , then one replaces s by an (n+1)-simplex,  ,
with s as one of its faces, which face will depend on the relative position of the new vertex
v in the ordering of the vertices of T0 . Explicitly, if the new ordering is v0 < v1 < ::: <
vi < v < vi+1 < ::: < vn, then s =< v0; :::; vn >= di+1 . Using this one obtains within
G(T 0), a (n; i)-horn which can be lled using the usual lling algorithm for horns in simplicial
group(oid)s (cf. May, [18]; beware the error in Curtis, [10], at this point.) The ith -face of this
ller algebraically models the simplex in G(T )n?1 corresponding to s. (If v < v0 , some care
needs to be taken since the d0 of G(T 0) involves both d1 and d0 of T 0 .) This means that there
is strong deformation retraction data :

rTT 0 : G(T ) ! G(T 0);
sTT 0 : G(T 0) ! G(T );
with sTT 0 rTT 0 = IdG T , but rTT 0 sTT 0 ' IdG T 0 . Here r gives the pasted composite of the faces of
( )

(

)

the simplices of T 0 that make up the subdivision of s. This situation can be iterated so that
it still holds if T0 is any subdivision of T. The map sTT 0 can be chosen to be induced from a
simplicial approximation, sTT 0 , to the identity on X . There are many di erent choices of sTT 0 ,
but they are all contiguous and thus homotopic to each other by explicit homotopies.
Lemma 3.2 If T0 is obtained from T by iterated edge-stellar subdivision, then for any nite
group or cat1 -group, G,
resT0 ;T : G (T0) ! G (T)
is given by resT0 :T () =   rTT0 modulo the identi cation of G (T ) as set of simplicial groupoid
maps from G(T ) to G.
2
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The proof merely examines the single subdivision of an edge for which direct formulae are
immediately veri able.
Notice that if one wishes to verify the earlier statement that resT0 ;T is onto, it is now
simple. If  2 G )(T ), set 0 =   sTT 0 and then resT0 ;T (0) = . Of course, there is usually
more than one G-coloring of T 0 mapping to .
Because of this lemma, we shall not assume that subdivisions are necessarily obtained
by iterated edge-stellar operations as this latter method is occasionally restrictive and, in
general, we will use the formula of the lemma to de ne resT0 ;T .
Returning to the strong deformation retraction (sdr) data, analysis of the lling algorithm
used shows what should be geometrically obvious. The homotopy rs ' IdG(T 0) is ltered in
the following sense:
Suppose n  1 and that T 0 is obtained from T by taking as above s 2 Tn , and forming
@s  for some 2< s > (i.e. a single simplex subdivision extended over T .) This gives an
(n; i)-horn in G(T 0) but this horn factors,

^

i [n] ! sk

n?1 G(T

0)  G(T 0);

where skn?1 G(T 0) is the subsimplicial groupoid generated by all G(T 0)k , for k  n ? 1. In
dimensions bigger than n, skn?1 G(T 0) consists of composites of degenerate elements s (x)
with the dimension of x less than or equal to n ? 1. (Note a composite such as s0 x  s1 y will
not be degenerate itself although it is a composite of degenerate elements.) The observation is
that the data for lling the above horn is all in skn?1 G(T 0) and contains no `new' information
whose geometric origin has higher dimension, i.e. the natural ller gives
[n] ! skn?1 G(T 0)
and so as these llers are the basis of the homotopy rs ' IdG(T 0) , this homotopy is relative
to the skeletal ltration of G(T 0), that is if n  1, the images of all the (n ? 1)-simplices use
only skn?1 G(T 0). We summarise this for future refence:
Lemma 3.3 The homotopy from rTT 0 sTT 0 to the identity is relative to the ltration of G(T 0)
by its skeleta.
2
As our understanding of homotopies of simplicial groupoids is relatively poor, we will also
need to view the above in the adjoint setting. The simplex s 2 Tn , (n  1) will be subdivided
giving an (n + 1; i + 1)-horn that can be lled within W skn?1 G(T 0)  W G(T 0). This gives a
representation of r as
r : T ! WG(T 0):
(The relationship with the groupoid version is given by the adjointness relation. If

T : T ! W G(T )
is the unit of the adjunction, then r is the composite

T

T
/

W G(T )

W (r)
/

WG(T 0):

Now letting s be a chosen simplicial approximation to the identity,

s : T0 ! T
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so that s = G(s); the fact that sr is the identity on G(T ) means that W (s)r = T , whilst

rs = W (r)T s
= W (r)W (s)T 0
= W (rs)T 0
by a ltered homotopy
' T 0
The meaning of ` ltered homotopy' here is that if T 0 is ltered by skeleta, skn (T 0), and
W G(T 0) is ltered by the WsknG(T 0), then the homotopy h : T  I ! W G(T ) does not raise
ltration, thus for instance, h : skn T  I ! Wskn G(T ): One nal and important feature of
the homotopy is that if T 0 is obtained from T by subdividing edges, then on the old vertices
of T , the homotopy can be chosen to be constant.
Although the converse of the above is true, the technicalities of the statement are such
as to make it clearer when discussing G-colorings, we therefore will put o until later the
discussion of that result.

3.3 Subdivision and G-colorings

We lter W G by the Wskn G:
Proposition 3.4 Suppose  : T ! WG, 0 : T 0 ! W G are two G-colorings such that
gTX () = gTX0 (0), then there is a joint subdivision T 00 of T and T 0, and simplicial approximations to the identity, s : T 00 ! T , s0 : T 00 ! T 0 such that   s and 0  s0 are ltered
homotopic. If T0 \ T00 is non-empty the homotopy can be chosen to be constant on the vertices
in this intersection.

Proof.

We know that gTX () = gTX0 (0) if and only if there is some T 00 and 00 such that resT 00 ;T (00) =
 and resT 00 ;T 0 (00) = 0. Lemma 3.2 implies

  s = 00  r  s;
but by 3.3 and the discussion after it r  s ' Id by a ltered homotopy xing old vertices.
2
Repeating for 0 using resT 00 ;T 0 (00) = 00  r0, and s0 gives the result.

Corollary 3.5 Let , 0 be G-colorings as above, and E (), E (0), the corresponding principal G-bundles. If gTX () = gTX0 (0) then there is a joint subdivision T00 of T and T0 , and
simplicial approximations to the identity

s : T 00 ! T
such that s (E ()) 
= s0(E (0)).

s0 : T 00 ! T 0

2

In other words, the bre bundles corresponding to  and 0 are, in some sense, locally isomorphic.
Identifying G (T ) with the set of maps from T to WG, we obtain a surjection
G (T ) ! [T; WG]:
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Writing G (X ) for colim(G(T ); resT0;T ), so that
ZG (X ) 
= C (G (X ))
by our earlier comments, the above proposition implies that:
Corollary 3.6 There is a surjection
G (X ) ! colim([T; WG]; s):

Remark.

2.

There is a need to be a bit cautious about the colimits here. By using the restriction map,
Yetter builds ZG (X ) so that the colimit is over triangulations and inclusions. This means that
ZG (X ) records information on the large scale triangulations, i.e. using few simplices. Two
colorings are equivalent if they come from multiplying labels within a common subdivision.
The colimit on the right is taken over the opposite category : triangulations with re nement
or, more usefully, open covers with re nement, since as we have seen earlier T 
= Ner(U ),
where U is the star open cover given by T . Here one is much nearer the classical construction
of C ech cohomology. In fact if G is the simplicial group associated with the crossed module
A[1], that is A ! 1, where A is a nite abelian group, then
H 2(X; A) 
= Colim[T; WA[1]]
by results of Breen, [2], p.438. Yetter in [21] proved that in this case, G (X ) is exactly
H 2 (X; A), up to isomorphism. His motivation was to produce evidence that the TQFT that
he had constructed was non-trivial and, of course, the above corollary acts as further evidence,
as it extends the calculation to a larger class of cases.
This link with cohomology is strong, as in general, if G is the simplicial group associated
with a nite crossed module, M, then the colimit of the [T; WG] is what Breen, [2], de nes
as H 1(M), but here, where its dependence on X needs recording, we will write as H 1 (X; M).
The results on pages 437 and 438 of [2] give exact sequences relating H 1(X; M) to the better
known H 2 (X; 1M) and H 1(X; 0M), where if M = (C ?!@ P ) then
1 ! 1 M ! C ?!@ P ! 0 M ! 1
is exact. The results of Breen's section 6 (pp. 438-454) give an interpretation of the elements
of H 1(M) in terms of gr- elds (gr-champ) and torsors over them. We will not repeat that
interpretation here.
The main point to note is that in [T; WG], the homotopies are not ltered. This gives
the di erence between G (X ) and H 1(X; M), in general. Of course, if P = 1 so M = C [1]
and C is abelian, then the ltration plays no r^ole, so one does get G (X ) is the same as
H 1 (X; M) 
= H 2(X; C ) as we saw. It thus will be necessary to analyse ltered homotopies
more closely.

3.4 The structure of WG.

As W G is the codomain of the ltered homotopies, it will be necessary to analyse the ` lling'
structure of this simplicial set. As always, we assume that M = (C !@ P ) is a nite crossed
module and that G is the associated simplicial group with G0 = P , G1 = G o P , etc.
Using the description of the W -functor that was given in section 1.1, we have :
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 (WG) is a single point;
 (WG) = P , so any (1; i)-horn in W G (and there is only one of them) has ](P ) di erent
0
1

1-simplices that will ll it;
 (WG)2 has as typical element z = (h1; h0), where h1 = (c; p) 2 G1, h0 2 P ,

and in general,
 (WG)n has typical elements (hn?1; : : :; h0) where hi 2 Gi and so has the form,
(ci ; ci?1; : : :; c1; p)
in the multiple semidirect product.
Any (2; i)-horn in W G has ](C ) di erent llers. To see why, we will examine brie y the
question of a (2; 1)-horn, the other calculations are similar. We thus suppose that we are
given a (2; 1)-horn (x2; ; x0), where x0 ; x2 2 (WG)1 = G0 = P , are such that d0x2 = d1 x0,
(this last condition is trivial since (WG)0 is a single point). We have to nd a z = (h1 ; h0),
h1 = (c; p) 2 G1 = C o P , h0 = p0 2 G0 that will satisfy the equations
d0 z = x 0 ; d 2 z = x 2 :
Expanding these using the de nitions of the face maps in W G, we obtain
d0 z = h 0 = x 0
d2 z = d 1 h 1 = x 2
and using the description of the face maps in G in terms of M,
d1h1 = d1(c; p) = p;
i.e. we need z = ((c; x2); x0) and there are no extra conditions to determine c more precisely,
hence the result on the number of llers of a (2; 1)-horn. It is worth noting that d1 z = @c:x2:x0,
so if one know the boundary of a 2-simplex, there are exactly ker@ di erent ways to choose
the simplex. (This can also be derived from the fact that NG2 is zero, and hence ker@ is the
second homotopy group of G.)
For n  3, and (n; i)-horn has a unique ller. The calculation is again routine. We
illustrate it with a (3; 1)-horn giving fewer details. Explicit formulae can be given for the
llers.
Suppose the horn is (x3; x2; ; x0), xi = (hi ; gi) 2 WG2 with hi = (ci ; pi), gi = p0i . The
horn conditions, d1x0 = d0 x2, etc. yield
d0 h0 :g0 = g2
or
@c0:p0:p00 = p02
d1 h0 = g3
@p0 = p03
d1 h3 = d1h2
@p3 = p2
We want to nd a z = (k; h; g ) satisfying
di z = xi ; i = 0; 2; 3:
We write k = (c0; c; p). As d0 z = (h; g ) = x0 , we know h and g before we start, and only need
to solve for k. The only solution is p = p3 ; c = c3 ; c0 = c2c?3 1 . The calculation is easy and
quite amusing!
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3.5 Filtered homotopies.

The aim of this section is to consider the converse of proposition 3.4. As before we lter WG
by fWskk Gg. Suppose ; 0 : T ! WG is a ltered homotopy, so that hj(skn T )  I factors
through W skn?1 G if n > 0.
This means that for G, as above, associated with a crossed module, M, since sk1 G = G, the
set of ltered homotopy classes is the set of relative homotopy classes, [(T; sk1T ); (W; W (sk0 G))].
A homotopy of colorings is a coloring of T  I . In a ltered homotopy, as above, the edges
in T0  I may be non-trivially colored by elements of P , but our analysis shows that, as sk0G
is just the constant simplicial group with value P in all dimensions, Wsk0 G has the set P
in dimension 1, is P  P in dimension 2, hence any (2; i)-horn in Wsk0 G has a unique ller
and thus hjsk1 T  I is in fact, determined by the colours jsk1T and hjsk0 T  I . Moreover
W sk1G = WG, so the ltered homotopy h e ectively reduces to conjugation by a set of
elements of P .

Remark.

This nicely links up this analysis to that given in Yetter's earlier paper, [20]. His idea was
to show that if two colorings  of T and 0 of T 0 determined conjugate maps from 1 X to G
(G a nite group in this case), then (his lemma 2.7, p 8 of [20]) there is a common subdivision
T 00 of T and T 0 and a coloring 00 of T 00 such that 00 restricts to  on T and to 0 on T 0. Hence
 and 0 determine the same element of G(X ). His proof does not go into much detail but
this is not serious as he limits the manifolds considered to be surfaces and there no diculties
arise. Moreover by restricting to base points in each component of X , he can replace 1 T
and 1 T 0 by 1 (T; c) and 1 (T 0; c0), the collection of fundamental groups of T and T 0 based at
these points. Now by the classical edge-path groupoid description of 1 (X; c), these groupoids
are independent of the choice of triangulation, at least up to conjugation (since the choice
of an isomorphism between them, in part, depends on the choice of a maximal forest and in
part on a choice of simplicial approximation).
In our situation, no restriction on the dimension of the manifolds has been made as the
use of general subdivisions, rather than just edge stellar ones, means that the combinatorial
arguments used in the construction can be replaced by more generally applicable topological
ones. The invariants we are considering, including 2T , only depend on the 3-skeleton of T
and thus on the homotopy 2-type of X . (Warning: that dependence is not `up to isomorphism'
but `up to quasi-isomorphism', see Loday [17] This suces for the calculation, as we are
looking at ltered homotopy classes of morphisms with codomain G.)
Proposition 3.7 Suppose that T is an ordered triangulation of an orientable manifold X ,
that ; 0 : T ! WG are G-colorings, where G is associated to a crossed module, M, and that
h :  ' 0 is a ltered homotopy between them, then
gTX () = gTX (0):

2

As h is a ltered homotopy, there is a commutative diagram

T I

h
/

O

sk1 T  I

WG
O

h1
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/

Wsk0 G

where the vertical maps are inclusions and h1 is the restriction of h. The idea is that, as we
are proving a partial converse of Proposition 3.4, we must use h to de ne a coloring of some
joint subdivision of T , but h may have come from composing many more basic homotopies
(as given to us by 3.4), so we need to decompose h slightly as a rst step. By our previous
analysis, the ltered homotopy h is determined by the elements h < v >, v a vertex of T .
Consider the subdivision of an edge

v
/

w

of T given by doubling each vertex:

v
/

v(w)
/

in each edge. Thus for a 2-simplex

w(v)

w0
o

v

 J
J
J
J
J

u

J
JJ
^
-

w

we get an embryonic subdivision
v

J
v(u)

u(v)



u






7



J
^
J

v(w)

S
S

S
w
S


7


w(v)

S
o
S
S
-

- 

u(w)

S

w(u)

w

Each vertex is thus split to give as many new copies as there are edges incident to it
(these have been labelled by the other end vertex). The ordering / orientation of the original
simplex, then determines additional edges as shown
J
J
^
-J
3


7

CS
 
C S
 
C S

w

C S

P
C

7
S
 o
 A PPP
S
C

P
A
PP C

S
PP
qCW 
AU

S
- 
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This propagates well to higher dimensions and ends up looking like a triangulation of one
of the `blow-ups' considered by Lawrence, [16]. The choice of this triangulation, T 00 beyond
the addition of the corners, is not made precise here as, in fact, the existence of a triangulation
is almost all that is needed. The given one has the advantage that it allows an identi able
copy of the original simplex in its centre, but this is largely aesthetic, as we will see.
We next subdivide each square, < v; w > I to add an additional vertex in the 1-simplices,
< v > I and < w > I , at which point we `hang' the above triangulation:

a0

AK
6
3


6
A


A
Id

h<v> A1
h<w>

A


A
 a0
h<w>
h<v>A
- 


3
6
6
K
A


A


h<v>
A

1


1

h<w> AA
h<v; w>
 
A


A


a

This is then coloured as shown, where a =  < v; w > and a0 = 0 < v; w >. It is clear
that on the subdivision of sk1 T  I , this coloring is completely determined by the given data
and that no con icts arise.
Next ll the upper half of the diagram. This can be done in a unique way, so that each of
the `diamonds' is lled within Wsk0G. The resulting coloring, 00 of the middle layer, T 00, has
a copy of 0 < v0 ; : : :; vn > in the middle of a `halo' of degenerate material in the subdivision
of the simplex corresponding to < v0 ; : : :; vn > .
We thus have a `prism' that can be visualised as
1-skeleton constructed }

T

}

T 00 AA

}

}

h

AAconstructed
AA
AA

given

T

As W G is a Kan complex, we can extend over the remainder of the prism. The last `face'
then gives a way of mapping T 00 into T making T 00 a subdivision of T . The other face yields a
way of considering T 00 as a subdivision of a `translated' copy of T obtained by mapping each
vertex, v to some v (w). We will denote this translated copy of T by T 0 . Note although the
simplicial complex is the same the homeomorphism between its realisation and X is di erent.
It is a di erent triangulation. On this triangulation T 0, 0 is still de ned and
resT00 ;T0 (00) = 0;
whilst

resT00 ;T (00) = :
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This almost completes the proof except that we have
not

0 : T 0 ! W G
0 : T ! WG

as required. The map is the same, but within the colimit the actual triangulation is used not
just the simplicial complex. To complete the proof, we have to show that

gTX (0) = gTX0 (0);
(where no apology is made for the ambiguity of the notation, which is to avoid excessive subor super-scripts). To prove this, just repeat the above argument with the identity ltered
homotopy on 0. This gives the same subdivision as above, and a coloring linking the original
0 with its translated version.
2
Collecting up results we have
Theorem 3.8 The vector space ZG(X ) has a basis in bijection with the set
[(GT; Gsk1T ); (G; sk0G)]
of ltered homotopy classes of maps from G(T ) to G (or alternatively

[(T; sk1T ); (WG; Wsk0G)];
from T to WG) for any triangulation T of X .

2

It is clear that if T is a triangulation of X , then the ltered homotopy type of G(T ) should
not depend on T , but merely on X . This can presumably be proved by comparing G(T ) with
G(Sing(X )), and using the simplicial approximation thoerem, but the author has not checked
this. The more restricted `result' for 2 (T ) is again `clearly true', and would seem likely to
be a consequence of the results of Brown and Higgins, [7], on subdivisions of CW-complexes
and the e ect they have on the crossed complex of the CW-structure. Again the author has
not checked that this is so.
The above result implies:
Corollary 3.9 The vector space ZG (X ) has a basis in bijective correspondence with the set,
[(2 T; 1sk1 T ); (G; sk0G)], of ltered homotopy classes of maps from 2 T to G.
2
Before passing to the interpretation in terms of bundles and cohomology, we note that this is
true without restriction on the dimension of the manifold, however if X has a boundary, then
it should be pointed out that the subdivision argument in 3.7 needs re ning, as for a result
`rel boundary', the two colorings on the boundary should either agree, or, in more generality,
should be handled rst as part of an `induction-up-the-skeleton' type argument. We will not
be using such a `rel boundary' result here, although clearly it could be of considerable interest.
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3.5.1 Subdivision and G-bundles

Suppose G is associated with a nite crossed module, M so that if  is a G-coloring of T ,
then E () has nite groupoid bres. Because M is nite and we have complete knowledge
of the llers in WG, the usual analysis of the correspondence between homotopy classes of
classifying maps and isomorphism classes of bundles, in this case, gives to any speci ed homotopy between classifying maps,  and 0, a speci able isomorphism between the corresponding
bundles. (The isomorphism is not claimed to be uniquely determined, only speci able from
the data on the homotopy, which is much weaker. The class of possible isomorphisms could
be analysed, but this depends on the automorphisms of the bre.) If E () and E (0) are the
bundles corresponding to homotopic maps ; 0 : T ! WG, then the resulting isomorphism

 : E () ! E (0)
has the form (f; t) = (f  (t); t) (cf. May, [18] p.80 or Curtis, [10], p.160), where : T ! G
is a mapping (not necessarily simplicial) and where, as E () = G  T etc., elements of E ()
are descibed as pairs, (f; t).
If H is a subsimplicial group of G, then  would be called an H -equivalence if each (T )
was in the subgroup, H . We actually have a slightly di erent situation and the following
concept is introduced in an attempt to manage it eciently.

De nition.

Suppose G is associated as always to M = (C; P; @ ) and that E (), E (0) are isomorphic
principal G-bundles. We will say that E () and E (0) are (G; P )-equivalent if there is an
isomorphism
 : E () ! E (0)
given by : (f; t) = (f  (t); t) such that if t 2 sk1T , then (t) 2 sk0 G.

Proposition 3.10 The vector space ZG(X ) has a basis in bijective correspondence with the

set of (G; P )-equivalence classes of principal G-bundles on T for any triangulation T of X .

2

The proof should be clear from what has gone before. If more precision is required, an analysis
of the proof of the usual form of the result that homotopic classifying maps give isomorphic
bundles easily shows how to generalise to the ltered / relative form used here.

3.5.2 Subdivision and 2-descent data.

Recall from 2.4, that G-colorings of T correspond bijectively to normalised 2-descent data on
the open star cover of T with coecients in F , the constant sheaf with value the cat1-group
corresponding to G. Duskin, [11], takes X ! X to be a simplicial etale space over X and
de nes a 2-category DES(2)(X=X; F ) with 0-cells the 2-descent data. We have postponed
discussion of the 1-cells and 2-cells until now as they were not needed in the earlier discussion.
A 0-cell was a triplet ( ; f; x) where x was an object of FX0 (so, as mentioned earlier, in our
case, there is no choice here ), f is a 1-cell in FX1 of the form f : Fd1 x ! Fd0 x (so corresponds
to a  < v0 ; v1 > in the coloring) and nally is a 2-cell in FX2 , Fd1 (f ) ! Fd0 (f )fd2(f ),
(corresponding to the  < v0 ; v1; v2 >?1 of Yetter's de nition.
DES(2)(X=X; F )(cf. Duskin, [11], p.257-260.)
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The morphisms of 1-cells of descent data in Duskin's sense are pairs, (m; ) : ( ; f; x) !
( ; g; y ), where m is an arrow (1-cell) of FX0 of the form m : x ! y , and  is a 2-cell of FX1
of the form

Fd1 (x)Fd (m)tFd1(y)
1

/

f 
=

ttttttt
t=
t
t
t
tt 

g 
=

Fd0 (x)Fd (m) Fd0(y)


u}



/

0

that is,  : Fd0 (m)  f ) g  Fd1 (m), subject to the conditions that
(a)  is a isomorphism and
(b) the prism in FX2

y0 B g

01
/

BB g
BB 02
BB
B

F

m1

m0

y1
F

g12

y2


F

x0 CCf

x1

01
/

CC
Cf
f02 CCC12
!

m2

x2


with 2-cells in each face so that, for instance, the backface is
m0

x0
f02

x2
z

y0

|||
||||
||||| 1
/

g02 ;

y2




m2
/

obtained as the image under Fd0 , Fd1 and Fd2 , is commutative in the 2-categorical sense,
i.e. it yields two composable subdiagrams
m0

x0
f01

/

m1
z

x1


f12

z

x2

y0

||||
|||| 2

y1
| (


/

|||
|||| 0

m2

GF

x0

y2

m0

y0
/

g02



x2

y2




/

BC

o

1

f02 )

@A

/

m2
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g02

g12





and

ED

g01

/

that, in turn, give composites that are required to be equal. Explicitly (cf. Duskin, [11],
p.260) this yields
[Fd0Fd0 (m)  ]  [Fd1()] = [fd0()  Fd2 (f )]  [fd0(g )  Fd2 ()]  [  Fd2 Fd1 (m)]
This gives a commutative pentagon of 2-cells
mo0oooo

ooo
ooo

g02;;

;;;;
;;;;
;;;;1
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;

g12g01m0
s{

g12 

!

m2f02



g12m1 f01NN

NNN
NN
0 f01 NNNN

~





m2 








m2 f13f01
"*

Finally a 2-cell or transformation of morphisms of descent data of DES (2)(X=X; F ) with
source (m; ) and target (n; ), drawn
m;)

(

( ; f; x) + ( ; g; y )
/

n;)

/

(

is a 2-cell  of FX0 of the form

m

x + y
/

n

such that the cylinder in

Fd1 n

GF
Fd@A
1x

ED
Fd
y
BC 1

* Fd 



1

O

Fd1 m
Fd0 n

f

GF

g

ED

* Fd 

Fd@A
0x


/

Fd
y
BC 0

0



O

Fd0 m

(with 2-cells  and  in the back and front faces respectively) is commutative, in other words
the square of 2-cells

gFd1m gFd  gFd1 n
1

+3



gFd0mf


gFd0 
+3
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gFd0nf


in FX1 is commutative:

  (Fd0  f ) =   (g  Fd1 ):

In our situation, all the x,y are the unique object of the 2-group, G, so each m : x ! y is
an element of P , the base group of the crossed modules, hence the de ning property of  is
<v0 ;v1 >



m0
|







  0
 <v0 ;v1 >

m1

/




/

with Fd1 (m) = m0, Fd0 (m) = m1 , f =  < v0 ; v1 >, g = 0 < v0 ; v1 >. This is a homotopy
de ned on the 1-skeleton of T . As  2 G1 
= C o P , it has the form (c; p) in general, (but we
will need to restrict it to be of form (1; p) for the ltered homotopy we will be considering).
Similarly the prism condition again interprets as a homotopy, although there is no 3-cell to
occupy the middle of the prism except for the identity.
Duskin, [11] p. 269, suggests a de nition of a C ech cohomology with coecients in a
presheaf of 2-groups. Relative to a given (hyper)covering X ! X , this is
H (X=X; G) = 0SS(X=X; WG):
To get to an invariant, one, of course, passes to the colimit (but if X is a manifold or,
in fact, even a polyhedron, the direct system stabilises, so no colimit is necessary for ne
enough covers). Here SS is the simplicial set of morphisms and 0 is, as usual, the connected
component functor.

De nition

Suppose X ! X is a covering of X (e.g. de ned by open star covers of some triangulation
T ) and F is the constant sheaf on X with value a ( nite) cat1-group, G (determined by
M = (C; P; @ ), then the skeletal C ech cohomology of X relative to X ! X with coecients
in F (or G) will be

H (X=X; (G; P )) def
= [(X; sk1X)=X; (WG; Wsk0G)]:
From our earlier results, it is clear that this is independent of X ! X provided that X is an
open star covering of a triangulation (and, of course, we note that such coverings are co nal
amongst all coverings).
Proposition 3.11 The vector space ZG(X ) has a basis in bijective correspondence with the
 cohomology of X with coecients in G.
skeletal Cech
2
This skeletal C ech cohomology is also the set of connected components of a simplicial set
given by the ltered maps, and nally is the set of connected component classes of 0-cells of a
2-category of ltered 2-descent data. This raises the possibility of `enriching' the TQFT over
simplicial vector spaces or vector 2-categories as a natural consequence of these interpretations. It is hoped to explore this in another paper, but at the time of writing certain extra
facets of such a study have not been investigated yet.
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4 Cobordisms.
The interpretations that have been given above for the spaces ZG (X ) can be extended to
handle cobordisms linking X and Y etc. Here there is no great advantage in dealing with
the interpretations as they do not initially give much more insight than already available
from Yetter's original treatment. It would seem that Yetter's description of the `vacuum-tovacuum' invariant ZG (X; ) in [20], should have an analogue in terms of representations of 2 X
in G, but no clear description of this has yet emerged. Similarly the interpretation in terms
of `non-abelian' cocycles or descent data in the case when M = (A ! 1) with A abelian,
yields exact sequences which are clearly linked with Yetter's `vacuum-to-vacuum' invariant
in this case, however the connections between the two insights are still some way from being
obvious.

5 Conclusions
The realisation that Yetter's G-colorings have a neat simplicial description is important not
because those models of TQFTs are by themselves important, but as Yetter mentions, they do
raise interesting queries. The interpretations do suggest links with non-abelian cohomology
and with stacks, gerbes, etc., even if in this case these are present in the very `strict' form of
simplicial bre bundles. The methods suggest that Yetter's third question in [21], p. 123, can
be answered in the positive. Any nite simplicial model of an n-type such as a n-truncated
hypercrossed complex, [9], should yield a TQFT; the problem of the weightings is probably
combinatorially tricky, but not impossible. (Yetter's comment about his Lemma 4 is avoided
by using the Moore complex construction and a close analysis of the models of n-types.)
More exactly, it seems likely that the strict group law of a cat1-groupoid can be laxi ed to a
monoidal category with enough extra structure - cf. well known results on simplicial monoids
and group completions - and still yield WG so that the constructions go through. Here the
problem of a left adjoint to W would be exacting if not impossibly dicult! The idea of
` bre bundles' with nite hypergroupoids as bres is again very challenging, as it links in
with Grothendieck's `Pursuing Stacks' programme.
The possibility of utilising simplicial enrichment is also interesting as it would result in
simplicial vector spaces instead of simply vector spaces as the objects. The exact way to
handle the weightings is however not at all clear.
Finally the description of elements of ZG (T ) as being formal weighted sums of maps from
G(T ) to G means that they can equally well described as being simplicial Hopf algebra maps
from C [G(T )] to C [G]. This then suggests replacing the simplicial Hopf algebra, C [G], by a
more general simplicial Hopf algebra and rerunning the machinery.
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